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Preface

The nation is divided geographically into 1(1federal regions; 6 of these regions (Federal
Regions 3.-8) contain 93 percent of the coal-fired power plant units and represent 94 percent
of the llation's total coal-fired electric power generaaon capacity°

The Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program has undertaken analyses of these regions
to assist in developing an understanding of the markets for clean coal technologies (CCTs)
and the regional and state factors that could have a bearing on commercial deployment of
CCTs.

This summary reports on the analysis of the South Atlantic Region, or Federal Region 4.
This region contains 23 percent of the nation's coal-fired units and represents 26 percent of
the nation's coal-fired generation capacity.

The Region 4 Market l)escription-_ummary provides a condensation of data and information
contained in the Region 4 Market Description_A Region, State, attd Utility Overview. The
more comprehensive overview volume contains detailed data and inforrnation on (1) regional
and state energy, coal use, and electric power generation; (2) state government agencies,
including public utility commissions, as well as regulations, legislation, and policies that
could have a bearing on CCT commercial deployment; and (3) detailed profiles of 29
investor-owned, cooperative, and municipal coal-using electric utilities in the region, based on
integrated resource plans, annual reports, and other publicly available data sources.

Readers should recognize that the information and data contained in this Summary, as well as
the detailed Over_'iew, are changing continually, and the market description is being updated
as new information becomes available.

The Region 4 Market Descrit_tiop_-Summarv and its comprehensive companion Overview are
one set within a series of regional market descriptions which have been or are being prepared
and updated as part of the outreach activity of the Clean Coal Technology Demonstration
Program.



ln!roduction

The Region 4 Market Dest'rq_tiom-._SummaO _provtdes tnfornultlon that can be used tn
developing an understanding of the potential markets for clean coal technologms (CCTs) in
the South Atlantic Region. This region (which geognlphtcally is Federal Region 4) collslsts
of the following eight states:

• Alabama • Mississippi
• Florida • North Carolina

• Georgia • South C'arolina
• Kentucky • Tennessee

In order to understand the potential market, a description is provided of the region's energy
use, power generation capacity, and potenual growth. Highlights of state government
activities that couk_ have a bearing on commercial deployment of CCTs are also presented.

The potential markets characterized in this summary center on electric power generation by
investor-owned, cooperative, and municipal electric utilities and involve planned new capacity
additions and actions taken by utilities to comply with Phases I and 11of the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 199(). Regulations, policies, utility business strategies, and
organizational changes that could impact the role of CCTs as a utility option are identified
and discussed.

The information used to develop the Region 4 Market Des¢'ription is based mainly on an
extensive review of plans and annual reports of 29 investor-owned, cooperative, and
municipal coal-using electric utilities and public information on strategies and actions for
complying with the CAAA of 1990.

Regional Overview

The South Atlantic Region is home to about 45 million people, roughly 18 percent of the LI.S.
population. Florida is, by far, the most populated state in the region with 12.7 million people.
This one state accounts for more than 28 percent of the region's population. Ranked second
and third are North Carolina with 6.6 million people and Georgia with 6.5 million people.
Together, these two states comprise another 29 percent of the region's population.
Mississippi is the least populated state with only 2.7 million people.

The region's population is expected to grow somewhat faster than the nation overall and, by
2010, the region's population is projected to reach nearly 54 million; this represents growth of
nearly 20 percent between 199() and 2010. Florida and Georgia are expected to experience
the most growth, both in terms of absolute number and percent change, with Florida's
population projected to grow by 28 percent and Georgia's by 27 percent. By 21)()1),Georgia's
population is expected to overtake that of North Carolina. At the other extreme is Kentucky
for which very little population growth is projected over the next 21) years--only 3 percent
net increase is forecast.



Coal is an important energy resource within this region. The ,,;outhern edge ot the Illinois
Basin coal deposits lies in western Kentucky, and the southern most end of the Appalachlatt
Basin coal deposits lien within eastern Kentucky.. l'en,mssee, and Alabama. Together, these
deposits account for 14 percent ot the U,S. demonstrated bituminous coal reserve base Not
surprisingly, Kentucky is the largest coal producer in the region.

Of the tl.S. coal delivered to utilities in 19_1 (excluding imports), nearly 15 percent
originated _n Kentucky', another 3 percent came fton_ Tennessee and Alabama. Coal
deliveries originating from the region tend to have moderate sulfur content: about 54 percent
contains more than 1 percent but less than 3 percent sulfur.

Tennessee and Kentucky have placed high priority on promoting coal development and use,
and both states have government-sponsored incentwes to use coal. The Energy Division of
Tennessee's Department of Economic and Community Development has been promoting the
environmentally safe development and use of the state's coal industry as well as the research,
development, and demonstratmn of CCTs. Moreover, Tennessee is setting tip cooperative
associations for marketing the state's coal and coal products, in Kentucky, the public service
commission is authorized to consider the state's policy to encourage the use of Kentucky coal
when reviewing an application for construction of an electric generating facility.

Utility ()verview

The region's power generators are heavy coal users, burning nearly 150 million tons of coal
annually, as shown in Table 1. (A complete list of coal-fired plants in the South Atlantic
Region is contained in Appendix A.) The South Atlantic Region accounts for 24 percent of
the coal consumed nationwide for power generation. The region's 2811coal-fired units
constitute 84 GWe, or 26 percent of the total U.S. coal-fired nameplate capacity in 1991.
About 52 percent of the nameplate generating capacity in the South Atlantic Region is
coal-fired.

Only 31 units are currently equipped with flue gas desulfurization (FGD) devices. Kentucky
accounts for hall of the FGD units in the region; there are 16 coal-fired units with FGD
devices in this state. Kentucky utilities consume 20 percent of the coal burned by electric
utilities in the region. The coal used by Kentucky utilities has the highest average sulfur
content within the region. The (unweighted) average sulfur content of the coal burned for
power generation by Kentucky utilities is 2.26 percent, much higher than the regional average
of 1.61 percent. The remaining 15 units with FGD installed are located in three states:
Florida, 7, and Alabama and South Carolina, 4 each.

The region's coal-fired units are aging, as can be seen in Table 2; 55 percent are already over
3() years old. Many states in this region have relatively high percentages of coal-fired units
that are age 3() or over--particularly Tennessee, North Carolina, and Alabama. The
Tennessee Valley Authority operates 54 coal-fired units age 30 or over--12 in Alabama, 12
in Kentucky, and 3(I in Tennessee. About 92 percent of TVA's units are age 3(I or over.
Both Carolina Power & Light Company and Duke Power Company also have a large
percentage of coal-fired units that are over age 3(1:Duke Power, 74 percent, and Carolina
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Power & Light, 6(t percent. Alabama Power has 13 coai-fircd uniis ovei age 3(i, 57 l_lcrct'nl
of its coal-fired units.

Table I

Existing Coal-Fired Units in 1991

Nameplate (',apacity % of
No. of No. of of Coal-Fired Units Capacity i

State Utilities* Units (MWe) Coal Fired

Alabama 3 42 12,625.4 59
Florida 8 29 10,82(1.7 31

Georgia 3 39 14,549.7 64
Kentucky 9 58 16,1 i 8.5 93
Mississippi 2 8 2, !82.7 30
N. C_u'olina 2 47 12,556.5 60
S. Carolina 5 24 5,324,5 31)
Tennessee 1 33 9,78(i),4 55

Region 4 29 2811 83,958.4 52

Units with Coal Use Ave. % Sulfur
State FGI) (lip Tons/Yr) Content**

Alabama 4 24,349 1.47
Florida 7 24,46() 1.72
Georgia () 23,473 1.52
Kentucky 16 29,814 2.26
Mississippi () 2,931 1.69
N. Carolina I) 18,167 0.97
S. Carolina 4 7,731/ 1.33
Tennessee (1 18,731 1.91

Region 4 31 149,655 1.6 I

* Number of utilities operating coal-fired units in state. The total of 29 is adjusted to
count each utility only once. TVA operates units in Alabama, Kentucky, and
Tennessee. Also, Carolina Power & Light and Duke Power operate units in both
North and South Carolina.

** Unweighted average sulfur content in 1991.



Table 2

Aging of Existing UoaI-Fired IIniLs

Ave. Age of Units Age 30+ Capacily Age 30+
Coal-Fired
l'State [ nits in 1993 No. % MWe %

Alabama 31 28 ¢'_7 5,213 4 I
Florida 22 8 28 91_3 8

Georgia 29 !8 46 1,71)8 12
Kentucky 27 27 47 4,458 28
Mississippi 20 1 13 13 I
N. Carolina 35 32 68 3,675 29
S. Carolina 28 111 42 1,241 23
Tennessee 36 31) 9 ! 6,231) 64
Region 4 311 154 55 23,441 28

Currently, reserve margins of utilities in the region are 15 percent or higher, and several
utilities reported reserve margins in 1991 well in excess of 21)percent. However, even with
conservation and improved efficiency, total electricity demand in the South Atlantic Region is
forecast to grow.

The utility market potential for CCTs rests primarily on two requirements: (1) the need for
additional power to meet growing demand and (2) the need to comply with the CAAA of
1990.

Several of the region's utilities warn that without exercising supply-side options, their reserve
margins are expected to fall to 10 percent or less by the mid-1990s. The integrated resource
plans developed by utilities identify a number of supply-side options. (Appendix B contains a
discussion of the utility planning framework.) However, only two of these options,
repowering and adding baseload generating capacity, offer potential markets for CCTs.

Repowering Markets for CCTs

Typically, coal-fired generating units have an operating life of 31)-4t)years; however,
rehabilitation, maintenance, and life-extension rneasures can prolong operating life to 50 years
or more. These measures are typically among the least-cost supply options available to
utilities for meeting load requirements.

Over the next two decades, an increasing number of the region's units will reach an age at
which the utility must decide whether to extend its life, repower it, or retire it. With
electricity demand expected to grow in this region, life extension and repowering offer many
advantages over building new plants. Both options tend to be more cost effective and less
risky than new plant construction and tend to involve fewer siting and permitting problems.



Only one utility has announced plans to repower any coal-f'ired units; in ig_)a, Alabama
Electric Cooperative plans to replace the three existing coal-fired units (tt)taling 4(I MWc) at
its McWilliams plant with a I()O-MWe gas-fired combustion turbine. According to the North

"i '_ .American Electric Reliability ( t until, only Georgia Power Company has indicaled plans to
retire coal-fired units' Hammond I in 2(1(11,removing 125 MWe built in 1t)54; Mitchell I and
2 in 20(!1, removing 55 MWe built in the late-lC:,_4l)s:Arkwright I-4 in 2111t2,removing
181 MWe built in the 194(1s;and Yates i in 2i)1)2, removing 122 MWc built in 1951).

Because of the siting and permitting problems new facilities often encounter, it would be
reasonable to expect utilities to continue to use existing power stations as long as possible, or
to sell (or transfer) the assets to another power generator, possibly an independent power
producer. So although the_e is considerable uncertainty about the future of aging coal-fired
units, they probably represent a very significant repowering market for CC'I's ......to the extent
that CCTs are competitive with gas-fired and other technologies suitable for repowering
applications.

CCT Markets in New Capacity Additions

Through the end of the decade, most capacity additions in Region 4 are aimed at meeting
peaking and intermediate loads. However, several utilities have indicated plans to add new
coal-fired capacity in the South Atlantic Region during the 199(1sand beyond, These plarmed
capacity additions (which total nearly 10.2 GWe) consist of 24 coal-fired units. Table 3
indicates the sizes of the planned coal-fired units and the time period during which the units
are expected to come on line.

Nearly half of the new coal-fired units are planned for the 1990s; all but one are less than
5(10 MWe in size. After 2(10(I,the size of the planned units tends to increase, with six units
of 50(1 MWe or more in size planned after 20(15.

Table 3

Size and Timing of Coal.Fired Capacity Additions

Planned Unit Sizes

Time Period Coal-Fired Units 0-299 MWe 300-499 MWe 500+ MWe

1993--19t)9 1 1 5 5 I
2()00-21)05 6 1 2 3
21)06-21)11 7 1) I 6
Total 24 6 8 I0

Figure 1 shows curnulative coal-fired capacity additions through 2012. A large portion of the
new capacity additions is planned by Florida power generators. "Fable 4 lists the additions to
coal-fired capacity that utilities and nonutility generators are planning. Besides these units,
the Tennessee Valley Authority has indicated that it expects to add an undetermined amount
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of ba_load ¢apa_cityafter 2()(14and has tentatively proposed two units for which the fuel has
not yet ken s_L:ified--a 6(ff)-MWeunit in 1998 and 300-MWe unit in 1999.

Many planned additions are undesignated or unsited units, To some extent these units serve
as "place holders" to indk:ateanticipated baseload requirements. As the time draws near for
the utility to make more definitive decisions, the "build (or repower) versus buy" decision will

reL:onsidered,as will be the choice of fuel and technology.

t_t|lities planning to add new baseload capacity reported that they reviewed a range of
teehnoiotly optmns for these units, Following is a composite list of conventional and
advam,'ed_:oaltechn,_logiesconsidered:

• Conventional pulverized coal
. Atmospheric fluidized-bed combustion
• Pressurized fluidized-bed combustie,,,
• Integruted gasificatio,,_combined cycle

While many factors are involved in determining the competitiveness of coal technologies for
application in future baseload cap_city additions, debate between this region's utilities and
r©dulatorshas centered on two factors: (1) assumptions about the future relative prices of coal
and natural gas on a Btu basis, particularly after 2010 and (2) estimates t_f environmental
(costsfor controlling power plant emissions and issues relating to internalization of the cost of
environmentalexternalities.

Gas-firedcombined-cycle systems currentlyare the most significant competitor in the new
baseload capacity market,and many of the undesignatedunits could easily become gas-fired
units if naturalgas prices remain low relative to coal prices.

The Florida PublicService Commission, for example, has been highly critical of some
plannedcoal-fired units, disapprovingcertain units because it disagreed with the utilities'
projectionsof rising naturalgas prices used to justify the project. The commission also noted
that gas-fired combined-cycle units could be convertedto use integrated coal gasification in
the event that gas prices rose substantially.

By 2(100,Florida Power Corporation plans to bring on line five gas-fired baseload units, three
of which the utility indicates could be converted to coal gas in the future. In the next 2
years, Florida Power & Light plans to begin operating two new gas-fired combined-cycle
units (Martin 3 and 4), These Florida companies are the only utilities in the region that have
proposed baseload units not fired by coal (excluding the nuclear units planned by the
Tennessee Valley Authority),

Orlando Utilities received unanimous approval from all state agencies in late-1992 to build a
second, 465-MWe coal-fired unit at Stanton. This approval was awarded, in part, because
Stanton 1 has operated so cleanly. Stanton 2 will be the first pulverized coal unit of its size
in the United States to use selective catalytic reduction equipment to control NOx. The unit
also will be a true "zero discharge" facility: it will release no plant wastewater and will use
reclaimed county wastewater as cooling water.



Duke Power, which anticipates a need for additional baseload after 2006, offers another
perspective on environmental externalities. The utility concedes that currently a coal-fired
facility would be the most economical alternative for baseload generation. However, Duke
Power believes that in the future, with anticipated advances in nuclear facility design and
construction, nuclear power may receive increased consideration as a potentially viable
baseload solution---due partly to its licensing and air emissions advantages with respect to
fossil-fired alternatives.

Utilities in the region are also taking advantage of several alternative strategies that do not
require building their own new capacity additions to maintain reserve margins. These
alternatives include purchasing another utility's excess capacity and contracting for bulk
power purchases from other utilities and nonutility generators.

In recent years, several utilities in the region have purchased ownership interests in units
located outside their service territory instead of building their own power plants. Joint
ownership of generating units is not uncommon, particularly among affiliated utilities (i.e.,
utilities with the same parent company). Georgia Power and Savannah Electric & Power,
both subsidiaries of The Southern Company, indicate they plan to co-own three new coal-fired
units, each 800 MWe in size. Selling excess capacity is an important means for utilities to
keep capacity additions in step with demand growth while taking advantage of economies of
scale, particularly in baseload capacity.

Most of the purchased power has been coming from affiliated and unaffiliated utilities,
although a small share has also been provided by nonutility generators. Several utilities
report that after having issued RFPs for power requirements, they found that utility bids were
the more economical offers.

Nevertheless, the portion of purchased power being supplied by nonutility generators may
increase in future years. Several utilities have reported agreements with independent power
producers to purchase all or most of the power from new plants that independent power
producers are either constructing or planning to construct. Furthermore, many energy
corporations in the electric utility business have, or are taking steps to acquire or develop,
independent power-producing subsidiaries. Although this segment of the power generation
market is difficult to quantify at this time, it represents a very important, growing market for
CCTs.

Transmission capacity is a critical factor shaping plans for capacity acquisitions and wholesale
power purchases, as well as facility siting, whether by a utility or an independent power
producer. In Florida, for example, high-voltage transmission capacity is at a premium in
several areas and additional lines are required to provide access to low-cost bulk power and
emergency power and to assure greater service reliability in this rapidly growing state.

Jointly, Florida Power & Light, Florida Power, and The Southern Company intend to build a
west coast Florida, 500-kv tie which will provide Florida Power & Light with 450 MWe and
Florida Power with 850 MWe of additional import capacity in late-1997.



Furthermore, Florida Power & Light Company is constructing a 500-kv transmission line
spanning 150 miles through five counties in southeastern Florida. The utility is also planning
a new 100-mile, 500-kv line in southwest Florida. When complete, the lines will strengthen
ties between peninsular Florida and the out-of-state electric grid. Besides enhancing system
reliability, the transmission capacity additions will increase the amount of electricity that can
be imported from outside Florida.

CAAA Compliance Strategies

Title IV of the CAAA of 1990 requires that emissions from coal-fired power plants be
reduced in two phases. Utility units larger than 75 MWe that emitted SO2 at a rate greater
than 2.5 pounds per million Btu in 1985 are defined as affected units in Phase I and must
meet the emission limits established beginning in 1995. Under Phase I, affected units are
required to reduce SO2 emissions by a predetermined amount no later than 1995. In addition,
utilities must install emissions monitoring equipment and low-NO x burners in affected units.
Phase II affects all existing utility units and all new utility units with an output capacity
greater than 25 MWe. Under Phase II, SO2 emissions are subject to a cap of 1.20 pounds per
million Btu, beginning January l, 2000.

The SO2 reduction requirements of Title IV are to be implemented by means of a market-
based approach utilizing marketable emission "allowances" (also called credits). Each
allowance permits a utility to emit one ton of SO2 from affected generating units during or
after the year specified on the allowance. Title IV provides for a finite number of allowances
to be allocated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to statutory and
regulatory guidelines, so that the total supply of allowances is limited. Each affected utility
unit which was in operation prior to the CAAA will be allocated a specific number of
allowances annually, based on its historic fuel consumption and a specific emission rate. The
utility must give EPA allowances equal to the total annual SO2 emissions from its affected
units during a particular calendar year, within 30 days after the end of that year--or be
subject to severe civil and criminal penalties.

The CAAA includes several options designed to provide flexibility in meeting SO2 emission
reduction requirements. Utilities may take advantage of these options by requesting EPA
approval. Some options offer opportunities for utilities to acquire additional allowances from
EPA's various "reserves" created by Title IV.

Options include the following:

• Phase I Extension--A utility owning a Phase I unit may apply to EPA for a 2-year
extension of the Phase I SO2 and NOx emissions limits. Extensions are only granted
for units for which the utility commits to install a "qualifying Phase I technology"
(i.e., it achieves 90 percent reduction in SOs, such as a scrubber or advanced FGD)
before 1997, or for those units that rely on reduced emissions at another unit which
commits to installing a qualifying Phase I technology. A unit where this technology
is being installed is known as a control unit; a unit which relies on the reduced
emissions at a control unit is known a_ a transfer unit. Each unit receiving the
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extension (including both control and transfer units) will be given additional
allowances above its statutory allocations of basic allowances to cover emissions
during the extension period. CAAA makes available only 3.5 million allowances for
extension plans. (These credits were allocated on May 31, 1993.)

• Reduced Utilization--A utility may meet the emission reduction requirements for an
affected Phase I unit by reducing generation at the unit. The utility can compensate
for planned reduced output at a particular unit by three methods: (1) designating a
non-Phase I unit or units to increase generation (such units are referred to as
compensating units), (2) adopting verifiable energy conservation or improved
efficiency measures at the unit, or (3) designating "sulfur-free generation" (e.g.,
nuclear generation) to compensate for the unit's reduced output. EPA will grant
allowances to utilities for compensating units based on their 1985 emission rate and
their baseline heat input. The utility must hold allowances to cover annual SO2
emissions of both the original and compensating units. Unplanned reductions in
utilization below the 1985-1987 average (baseline) for the dispatch system require
that the owner surrender allowances in accordance with specified procedures.

• Energy Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve--A utility may apply to
EPA for allowances for using qualifying energy conservation measures or qualifying
renewable energy to avoid SO2 emissions at an affected unit. A qualifying energy
conservation measure is a cost-effective measure that increases the efficiency of the
use of electricity provided by an electric utility to its customers. Renewable energy
is derived from biomass, solar, geothermal, or wind. Utilities must have
implemented a least-cost plan (or integrated resource plan) that has been approved by
the public utility commission, and the measures must be consistent with that plan.
The CAAA makes available 300,000 allowances for this reserve which EPA is to

allocate on a first-come, first-served basis, beginning on January 1, 1995, according
to a predetermined formula applied to kilowatt hours saved by energy conservation
measures or generated from renewable energy sources.

• Unit Substitution--A utility can substitute emission reductions at a Phase I1 unit for
the emission reductions required for a Phase 1 unit. The Phase II unit, known as the
substitution unit, consequently becomes a Phase I affected unit, is allocated
allowances based on its 1985-1987 average heat input and the lesser of its actual or
allowable 1985 emission rate, and must meet the Phase 1 SOs requirements.

• Emission Allowance Auctions--The CAAA provides for a certain portion of the
total allowances to be held in reserve by EPA and requires EPA to sell these
allowances in yearly "spot" and "advance" auctions beginning in 1993. (The Chicago
Board of Trade is handling these auctions.) Allowances sold in spot auctions are
usable for purposes of compliance in the year in which they are sold and at any time
thereafter, except that allowances sold in 1993 and 1994 are not usable until 1995.
Allowances sold in advance auctions are Phase II allowances and are usable

beginning 7 years from the year of purchase. These allowances are sold by sealed
bid to the highest bidder; EPA does not set a minimum price for these allowances.
Immediately after EPA's allowances are sold, credits offered by other parties (e.g.,
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utilities, brokers, and private parties) are auctioned, also by sealed bid. Unlike EPA,
other parties may set a minimum acceptable price on their allowances offered for
auctioning. Allowances are sold beginning with those offered at the lowest minimum
price set by the seller. (The Chicago Board of Trade held its first auction of credits
on March 29, 1993.)

CAAA recognizes repowering as an important SO2 compliance option during Phase II, and the
statute allows utilities to apply for a repowering extension for affected Phase II units. A
repowering extension, which may not go beyond December 31, 2003, provides a qualifying
utility with extra allowances to cover its emissions while installing a qualifying repowering
technology (i.e., CCTs). These allowances may only be transferred among units at the same
source. This compliance option also applies under certain circumstances to a new unit which
uses a repowering technology and replaces an existing utility unit.

A total of 72 units located in the South Atlantic Region are affected by Phase ! of the CAAA
of 1990, as shown in Table 5. The Phase I units comprise 26 percent of all the region's coal-
fired units. Of the region's Phase I units, 55 units (76 percent) are located in three states:
Georgia, 19 units; Kentucky, 17 units; Tennessee, 19 units. The remaining Phase 1 units are
located in three other states: Mississippi (2 units), Florida (5 units), and Alabama (10 units).
There are no Phase 1 units in North and South Carolina.

Table 5

Summary of Phase I Affected Units

% of Phase I % of

Phase I Coal.Fired Capacity Coal-Fired Utilities
State Units Units (MWe) MWe Affected*

Alabama 10 24 3,363 27 1 + TVA
Florida 5 17 2,284 21 2

Georgia 19 49 8,442 58 1
Kentucky 17 29 4,663 29 4 + TVA
Mississippi 2 25 750 34 1
N. Carolina 0 0 0 0 0
S. Carolina 0 0 0 0 ()
Tennessee 19 58 6,330 65 TVA
Region 4 72 26 25,832 31 10

* TVA has 5 Phase 1 units in Alabama, 2 in Kentucky, and 19 in Tennessee. The
total of 10 utilities counts TVA only once.
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The region's Phase I units are operated by 10 different utilities. TVA operates the largest
number of Phase I units--26 units total (5 in Alabama, 2 in Kentucky, and 19 in Tennessee).
Georgia Power Company also operates a large number of Phase i units---19 (all in Georgia).
Together, these two utilities operate 62 percent of all the Pllase 1 units in the region. No
other utility operates more than 5 Phase I units in this region.

Table 6 lists the strategy planned for Phase ! units in the region. Switching to lower sulfur
coals is the most prevalent SO2 compliance strategy being adopted during Phase I. Utilities
have indicated that they plan to switch coals at 55 of the region's Phase ! units (76 percent).
Prior to 2000, 7 units will get scrubbers and I unit will demonstrate the CT-121 FGD
technology; scrubbers are being deferred at 4 Phase I units until after 2()(10.

At least one public utility commission has expressed concern over proposed Phase I
compliance strategies. The Georgia Public Service Commission has expressed concern that
coal switching transfers substantial risk to ratepayers through the potential increased cost of
the fuel. If the assumption that there will be only a small differential in the cost of coal
currently being burned and the low-sulfur fuel is not appropriate, fuel switching might not be
the least-cost strategy. Consequently, the Georgia commission approved cost _:aps for
Georgia Power's planned switch to low-sulfur coal, although the commission is deferring any
decision on the methods of control. Cotnmission staff also recommended that Georgia Power
seek bids for emissions credits in cases where the cost of switching fuel exceeds a preset
level (e.g., $200 per ton of SO2 removed).

Nearly all the region's existing coal-fired units are affected by the Phase II targets (only 9
units are too small to be affected). The strategies that utilities ultimately implement will
depend partly on the unit's physical characteristics and the situation at each plant. Phase I
decisions may also affect Phase I1 strategies. Further, special environmental requirements at
certain locations may override most other considerations in determining final CAAA
strategies. Of particular importance are EPA-designated nonattainment areas, where state
requirements could mean even stricter controls must be employed. In addition, options for
existing units may be more limited, due to space constraints, for example, than for new
facilities where there is greater design flexibility.

Although compliance strategies for Phase II are still being formulated, several utilities have
identified alternatives under consideration. Options with the potential to reduce all types of
emissions include using more efficient, cleaner generating technologies in new and repowered
applications; retiring older, less efficient or "dirtier" units; changing the relative utilization of
plants ("least-emission" dispatch); purchasing "clean" power from other utilities; and
implementing demand-side management options. Options aimed at controlling SO2 emissions
include switching to lower sulfur fuels; purchasing and/or banking allowances; seasonal firing
or co-firing with natural gas; and installing flue gas desulfurization devices. NO_ control
options include installing low-NOx burners with or without over-fire air; using selective
catalytic reduction and selective non-catalytic reduction; coal reburning; seasonal firing, co-
firing, or reburning with natural gas; and changing burner configuration.
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An innovative feature of the CAAA of 1990 is its provisions for the use and transfer of
emissions allowances. At present, allowances are available only for SO2 emissions, in
general, one allowance (or credit) pemlits its holder to emit one ton of SO2 over the course of
a year. Consequently, if a utility is able to obtain allowances for less than it would cost to
install FGD or change the fuel, then the utility could choose to offset the emissions with
allowances.

Several market mechanisms have evolved for the trading of elnissions allowances, including
the following:

• Private sales, such as the May 1992 agreement between TVA and Wisconsin Power
& Light in which TVA agreed to buy 10,000 allowances directly from the Wisconsin
utility. (TVA later announced that it expects to be a net seller of credits and has
offered these 11),01)0and other credits for sale.)

• Annual public auctions of allowances offered by EPA, such as the March 29, 1993,
auctions administered by the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)---a spot auctitm of
50,000 Phase I credits (which can be used any time after January 1, 1995) and an
advance auction of 100,000 Phase Ii credits (which can be used any time after
January 1,200()).

° Periodic private auctions of allowances conducted by CBOT, such as the two held in
conjunction with the March 29, 1993, auctions of EPA credits (95,()1(1 Phase I credits
and 31),50() Phase I1 credits were offered by utilities; only 1(1Phase I credits sold).

. Lottery held by EPA May 3 I, 1993, to award 3.5 million credits for Phase I
extension applications.

o Direct sale of allowances by EPA beginning June 1, 1993, for a fixed price of $1,5111)
apiece, adjusted yearly for inflation, and available on a first-come, first-served basis
until none are left.

Region 4 utilities that successfully bid at the March 29, 1993, spot and advance auctions
administered by CBOT include the following:

• Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) bought 13,083 Phase ! credits (at $132-171 each)
and 72,1)21)Phase 11credits (at $122-171 each) from EPA. All of these credits will

be used in 21)()()and afterward (unless resold), because CP&L does not have any
units that must meet Phase ! requirements.

. Duke Power bought 25,()()1)Phase II credits at $147 each.

° Gulf Power bought 446 Phase 1 credits at $156 each and 71)9 Phase II credits at
$141 each,

° Kentucky tltilities bought 12,9()(1Phase I credits for $15 I-2(11each.
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. Mississippi Power bought 972 Phase ! credits for $138 each,

. Savannah Electric & Power bought 71/ Phase I credits (one at $175 and the rernainder
at $1511each). All of these credits will be used in 2000 and afterward (unless
resold), because the company does not have any units that must meet Phase i
req uire ments.

On May 31, 1993, EPA held a lottery to allocate 3.5 million credits to utilities that had
applied for an extension of up to 2 years for meeting Phase I requirements because the utility
is employing a qualifying Phase 1 technology (e.g., scrubber or CCT). Seventeen applications
sought over 4 million credits, more than the total available. EPA held a lottery to determine
the order in which credits would be allocated among the applications_ EPA sequentially
awarded credits, according to lottery rank, until no credits remained to be allocated. A
"winner" (i.e., a high ranking application) got all the credits it was eligible to receive, except
that the last winner received only part of the credits applied for, and a "loser" (i.e., a low
ranking application) got none. Table 7 lists the results of EPA's lottery for Phase I extension
credits.

Prior to the lottery, all but one of the applicants agreed among themselves to pool whatever
credits they won through the lottery and then to reallocate these credits among pool members
on a pro rata basis. By promising to share their credits, all pool members were guaranteed to
receive most of the credits for which they had applied, and none risked losing out altogether.
Pool members who were "winners" get 87-t,18percent of the credits they qualify for. Those
pool members who were "losers" get 82-113percent. This distribution formula compensates
the "winners" for the expense and effort of their reporting requirements with EPA. The only
appl;cant not joining the pool was Potomac Electric Power Company who had applied for
21,241) credits for cofiring or seasonally using gas at Chalk Point 2; this utility was a lottery
"winner." The remaining 3,478,76(1 credits are being divided among the pool members for
their Phase 1 extension applications.

Five of the applications for Phase i extension credits are for units located in Region 4. All 5
applicants had joined the pool and consequently will receive credits regardless of its ranking
in the EPA lottery, Region 4 utilities applying for Phase ! unit extension credits follow:

• TVA applied for 8(17,217 credits to scrub Cumberland Units 1 and 2.

. Owensboro Municipal Utilities applied t'or 119,892credits to scrub Elmer Smith Units
1 and 2.

• Kentucky Utilities applied for 128,493 credits to scrub Ghent Unit 1.

, Big Rivers Electric Corporation (on behalf of owner, Henderson Municipal Power &
Light) applied for 911,8911credits to scrub HMP&L (Henderson) Station 2 Units I
and 2.

• Georgia Power applied for 21,267 credits lor the CT-i21 t:GD demonstration at
Yates Unit I.
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In conclusion, while a few utilities are installing FGD devices to comply with Phase I SO:
limits, most are pursuing strategies that defer major plant modifications until after Phase II
begins. Utilities are taking advantage of the allowance transfer ',rod trading features of the
CAAA of 1990, sometimes in creative and innovative ways. The use t,f credits, during both

Phases I and !!, may serve to lengthen the "window of opportunity" for f'CTs. This
compliance approach allows time for the development of C(YI's to advance to the point where
they can become m_ture, reliable technologies and be perceived by utilities as effective Phase
11options. Utilitie,_ also will _ able to acquire valuable knowledge about the performance of
emerging CCTs.

Iltility Sector in Transition

The region's utility sector is undergoing profound changes as companies seek to adapt t_,,
increasingly competitive markets. Among the more significant changes arc those concerning
the generation and transmission of electric power, As in other parts of the nation, electric
utilities in the South Atlantic Region are striving to develop and implement business strategies
and organizational structures that will lead them to winning positions in a rapidly changing
business environment. Important changes noted by utilities in the South Atlantic Region
include the following:

• Transmission Access---The Energy Policy Act of 1992 allows independent power
producers to access a utility's transmission network in order to sell electricity to
other utilities. Although the act does not permit transmission access to retail
customers, at least one large utility expects pressure to continue for legislation to
allow retail wheeling.

A Georgia law, for example, reportedly allows certain new large commercial and
industrial customers---so-called "custorner-choice customers" .... to select their

electricity suppliers. Georgia Power noted that it has more than 91)competitors for
the electric distribution business within the state.

• Exempt Wholesale (;enerators--The Energy Policy Act of 1992 also amended the
Public Utilities Holding Company Act of 1935 to allow holding companies to form
"exempt wholesale generators," or EWGs, to sell power to affiliates, under certain
restrictions, and to own and operate power generating facilities in other domestic and
international markets. Domestic EWGs, for example, may sell power to more than
one utility and sell power across state lines (but not to retail customers).
Consequently, transmission pricing is expected to become an increasingly important
factor in EWG project development.

• Precertification of Construction--The Public Service Commissions of Alabama,

Georgia, and Mississippi precertify major construction projects proposed by utilities.
The precertification process diminishes the possible exposure of a utility to prudency
disallowances. In Georgia, for example, precertification is expected to help utilities
avoid some of the cost-recovery uncertainties of justifying new generating facilities
only after the facilities are completed. A Georgia law requires precertification of



new demand-side and supply-side rest_urces, including new power plants and hmg_
term power purchases. Once certified, all prudently incurred costs w,_uld
recoverable through retail electri_ rates.

, Rate Stabillzatlon_The Mt,'sissippi Publit: Service Commission has instituted
"performance-based ratemaking" as a means of stabilizing rates The procedure
enables a utility to increase its rates in accordance with predetemilned criteria
without having to go through the entire ratemakmg process with each increase,
Through Mississippi Power Company's approved performance evaluation plan, for
example, any change in rates is based on quarterly reviews of the company's earned
retail return on end-of-period common equity, cotnpared with an allowed return, in
conjunction with an evaluation of the company's performance in specific areas, A
change in rates is limited to 2 percent of retail revenues per quarter ......up to 4 percent
in any calendar year--before a public hearing is required, Mississippi Power
believes the plan provides stability for long-term planning and eliminates the costs
associated with traditional rate cases and accompanyinld litigation,

Analysts suggest that winners in the emerging new electric power m_ket will _ those
companies that can command significant resources, form effective coalittons and partnerships,
and react quickly to market changes. In response to the increasingly competitwe market, the
utility companies are developing new business strategies and reshaping their ort/anizatJons,
Business strategies are being aimed at retaining current business and increasing the company's
share of the market. The following are examples of emerging business strategies _in_
followed by some utilities in the South Atlantic Region.

Parent companies are reporting _:cquisitions that vertically intel_rate the corporate business
from resource production (e._, coal mining) to end-use; most are creating an independent
power-producing subsidiary,

TECO Energy, Inc,, and Fl_rida Progress Corporation, for example, are acquiring assets and
developing businesses that effectively result in highly vertically integrated corporations:

• TECO Energy, lnc,, the parent company of Tampa Electric Company, has stated its
objective is to have a small group of closely related and well managed businesses,
each of a size that makes it important to the entire corporation. This objective is
reflected in its holdings. Major subsidiaries include TECO Power Services .......a
wholesale power generation subsidiary--and TECO Diversified. This latter company
includes, among its assets, a coal-mining subsidiary as well as shipping and
transloading companies (for coal as well as other goods, for domestic and export
markets). TECO mines compliance coal in eastern Kentucky ur Tennessee,
transports that coal via its own river-barge system, ocean-going dry bulk carrier, and
other shipping facilities to its own power plants in Florida, as well as to t_Jther
domestic and international customers, TECO also is an owner of the largest coal

storage and transfer terminal in the U.S. Gulf Coast region (second largest terminal
in America).
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• Florida Progress Corporation, parent company of Florida Power Corporation, also has
become vertically integrated through its subsidiary, Electric Fuels Corporation, which
is involved in coal mining, rail and water transport, and transloading services. Low-
sulfur coal from its eastern Kentucky and southwestern Virginia mines is shipped to
Florida Power' generating stations in Florida as well as to other large industrial and
utility customers. Its transportation network includes a water and rail system with
terminal facilities, river barges, ocean-going vessels, and rail cars. Electric Fuels
owns coal transloading terminals in Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia. The
company also is part owner of a deep-water terminal in Louisiana where bulk
products are transferred and coal can be exported to international markets.

Duke Power Company, which underwent a major reorganization in 1991, had decentralized
corporate construction and engineering functions in order to provide a more focused effort on
efficient operation and plant maintenance and less emphasis on new plant construction. Three
subsidiaries develop generation projects:

° Duke Energy Corp., the independent power subsidiary, develops coal-fired electric
generating facilities and cogeneration plants and provides services that include
obtaining project financing, community relations, and contract negotiations. Duke
Energy is pursuing domestic projects primarily in the eastern United States (in
locations outside Duke Power's service region) and also is selectively pursuing
international projects. Duke Power, in a joint venture with Transco Power
Company, is building the Mecklenburg Cogeneration Facility, a 130-MWe coal-fired
plant in Virginia.

° Duke Engineering & Services, Inc., (DE&S) markets engineering expertise in new
technologies other than coal-fired power plants. DE&S provides nuclear, hydro, and
transmission and distribution services, as well as a range of environmental support
services. In 1991 the company worked on 147 projects for 90 clients.

• Duke/Fluor Daniel, a partnership between Duke Power and the Fluor Corporation,
offers design, engineering, construction, and operation services for new and existing
coal-fired power plants. The group is doing the design, engineering, and construction
for South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.'s new 385-MWe coal-fired unit at the Cope
plant.

Other companies report having subsidiaries that are independent power producers and/or offer
technical services to this market segment, including the following:

• LG&E Energy Corp. (parent of Louisville Gas & Electric Company) acquired
Hadson Power Systems, Inc., which has been renamed LG&E Power Systems Inc.
The company has been in the independent power production business for a decade
and owns an interest in four operating plants in Maine and Virginia and several other
projects under construction or development. It also provides operating services to 18
facilities in California, Pennsylvania, Maine, New York, Virginia, and Montana.
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• The Southern Company (parent of five distribution companies in the southeast) has,
as a subsidiary, Southern Electric International (SEI). Its primary business focus is
international and domestic cogeneration, the independent power market, and the
privatization of generating facilities in the international market. SEI has performed
more than 1,000 projects for some 100 domestic and 20 international clients.

• The FPL Group (parent of Florida Power & Light Company) has a nonutility energy
subsidiary, ESI Energy, Inc. The company is participating in about 20 generation
projects in seven states, all outside Florida. Most of the projects utilize renewable
fuels; but in 1991, ESI invested in its first fossil-fueled generating facility--a
663-MWe oil- and gas-fired combined-cycle plant in Virginia--one of the largest
independent units in the United States.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the South Atlantic Region offers significant potential markets for CCTs that
can be retrofitted to existing coal-fired units as well as those applicable to new facilities. The
region's power generators are heavy coal users and 52 percent of the existing nameplate
capacity is coal fired. With only 31 of the region's existing 280 coal-fired units equipped
with FGD devices, there is a sizeable potential retrofit market for high-performance pollution
control devices as well as coal-processing technologies that produce clean fuels.

Existing coal-fired units average 30 years of age. Over the next two decades, unit retirement
and repowering are likely to become increasingly important issues as the region's existing
coal-fired units age. Because of the siting and permitting problems that new facilities
encounter, existing units represent significant potential markets for CCTs involving advanced
electric power generation systems suitable for repowering applications and high-performance
pollution control devices suitable for retrofit applications.

New power plants also offer potentially substantial markets for CCTs, in particular, advanced
electric power generation systems and high-performance pollution control devices. Utilities
plan to bring on line 24 increments of additional capacity, totaling 10 GWe, by 2012. These
capacity increments could be provided by utility or nonutility generators. Current trends in
the utility industry suggest that the region's evolving markets for CCTs are being shaped by
the increasing competitiveness of the utility sector, as well as the emergence of nonutility
generators, such as exempt wholesale generators and independent power producers.

Furthemaore, while a few utilities are installing FGD devices to comply with Phase I SO2
limits of the CAAA of 1990, most are pursuing strategies that defer major plant modifications
until after Phase II begins. Utilities are taking advantage of the allowance transfer and
trading features of Title IV, sometimes in creative and innovative ways. The use of credits,
during both Phases I and lI, may serve to lengthen the "window of opportunity" for CCTs.
This approach allows time for the development of CCTs to advance to the point where they
can become mature, reliable technologies and be perceived by utilities as effective Phase lI
options. Utilities also will be able to acquire valuable knowledge about the performance of
emerging CCTs.
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Appendix A

Coal-Fired Power Plants in the South Atlantic Region
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Utility PlanningFramework
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Utility Planning Framework

Decisions about how utilities will meet the load requirements of their customers are made
within the context of integrated resource planning. An underlying principle is that electric
customers' power requirements should be met by the "least-cost" alternatives. Although
integrated resource planning is required only of investor-owned utilities, municipal and
cooperative utilities generally employ the least-cost principle in their planning processes as
well. In general, integrated resource planning involves the following activities:

• Forecasting fi_ture loads

• Evaluating demand-side management alternatives for their potential impact on future
load (e.g., their ability to reduce peak loads, shape load profiles, conserve energy,
and improve energy efficiency)

• Evaluating existing generating capacity and projecting needs for additional power to
meet the load forecast

• Evaluating supply-side alternatives with potential for meeting the projected load

• Comparing and ranking demand-side and supply-side alternatives and evaluating
them against multiple objectives and criteria

• Selecting the least-cost alternatives that together meet the forecast load requirements

The process may be repeated or iterated to "fine tune" the selection of demand and supply
options. The outcome of the process is an integrated resource plan, or IRP, which public
service commissions usually review and approve. IRPs are updated periodically to
incorporate new policies, changing situations, and new information.

It is within the context of least-cost or integrated resource planning that utilities evaluate the
competitiveness of supply and demand options. Moreover, this planning process shapes many
of the choices that utilities will make concerning alternative environmental technologies and
emissions control equipment.

Opportunities for the commercial deployment of CCTs exist within the alternatives on the
supply side of the integrated resource planning process. The supply strategy a utility selects
is, in general, a subset of the following composite list of supply-side options:

• Get the most out of existing facilities
- Optimize the use of existing capacity
- Return cold-reserve generating units to service
- Expand maintenance programs
- Extend the life of existing units
- Aggressively shape load profiles and shave peak loads
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- Promote conservation and efficient utilization

- Repower aging units

• Retire older, inefficient units

• Arrange load-diversity exchanges with non-affiliated utilities

• Sell power or capacity
- Sell power to other utilities under short- or long-term contracts
- Sell interests in excess capacity to other utilities

• Buy power or capacity
- Purchase bulk power from affiliated and non-affiliated utilities under short- or

long-term contracts
- Purchase generating capacity from affiliated utilities, non-affiliated utilities, or

non-utility generators
- Purchase power through competitive bidding from nonutility generators

° Add new utility-owned generating capacity (peaking, intermediate, and/or baseload)

Among all these many supply-side alternatives, only two offer potential markets for CCTs:

• Repowering and extending the life of aging units

• Adding baseload generating capacity
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